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Our Galaxy hosts the annihilation of a few ×1043 low-energy positrons every second. Ra-
dioactive isotopes capable of supplying such positrons are synthesised in stars, stellar rem-
nants, and supernovae. For decades, however, there has been no positive identification of a
main stellar positron source leading to suggestions that many positrons originate from ex-
otic sources like the Galaxy’s central super-massive black hole or dark matter annihilation.
Here we show that a single type of transient source, deriving from stellar populations of age
3-6 Gyr and yielding ∼ 0.03M of the positron emitter 44Ti, can simultaneously explain
the strength and morphology of the Galactic positron annihilation signal and the solar sys-
tem abundance of the 44Ti decay product 44Ca. This transient is likely the merger of two
low-mass white dwarfs, observed in external galaxies as the sub-luminous, thermonuclear
supernova known as SN1991bg-like.
First detected more than forty years ago1, the Galactic positron (e+) annihilation signal poses
two central, unresolved challenges: i) to understand the absolute positron production rate in the
Galaxy and ii) to explain the gross morphology of the positron annihilation distribution across
the Galaxy. In particular, historical measurements2 have suggested a Galactic bulge3 positron
annihilation rate ∼ 1.4 times larger than the Galactic disc annihilation rate, despite the bulge’s
hosting <∼ 1/2 the stellar mass4 and much less (<∼ 1/10) recent star formation than the disc.
This apparent strong bulge emission spurred the development of models wherein positrons
are injected by ‘exotic’ sources like dark matter annihilation or the central super-massive black
hole. However, severe gamma-ray continuum constraints at energies above 511 keV[5, 6] imply that
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most Galactic positrons are injected into the interstellar medium (ISM) with kinetic energies <∼ 3
MeV. This has ruled out many explanations for positron origin involving dark matter and others
invoking diffuse, hadronic cosmic rays or compact positron sources like pulsars2. The energy
constraint also means that the positrons’ diffusive transport distance is <∼ kpc[7] within their 105−
106 year[8] ISM lifetimes. The positrons are therefore expected to annihilate relatively close to
their injection sites, meaning that the Galaxy presents a thick target to the positrons on these
spatial scales. Given we also expect the e+ annihilation in the Galaxy to be in quasi steady state
(because the time between e+ injection events is much less than the e+ ISM lifetimes), Galactic
e+ production is in saturation. This implies that i) the sky distribution of annihilation radiation
broadly reflects the distribution of positron sources; and ii) the current positron injection rate into
the ISM is equal to the annihilation rate inferred from the annihilation radiation flux.
Recently the empirical situation regarding positron annihilation has undergone two important
updates following a novel analysis9 of a larger data set generated by the SPI spectrometer10 on
ESA’s INTEGRAL satellite: i) the measured disc positron annihilation rate has been subject to a
significant upwards revision following the detection of considerably more low surface brightness
emission (implying a revised total Galactic positron annihilation rate 5.0+1.0−1.5×1043 s−1); and ii) the
existence of a distinct, point-like, Galactic centre source has been demonstrated with 5σ statistical
significance (also see 11).
These new findings have significant consequences for our understanding of Galactic positron
production. Given the revision of the measured disc annihilation rate, the bulge to disc positron
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luminosity ratio is revised downwards to B/D = 0.42 ± 0.09; this is equal, within errors, to the
ratio of bulge to disc stellar mass3, 4: Mbulge/Mdisc = (1.6±0.2)×1010M/(3.7±0.5)×1010M =
0.4 ± 0.1. The effective angular resolution of the SPI observations of 2.7◦[9] means the point-
like Galactic centre positron source encompasses the entire ‘nuclear bulge’ 12 stellar population
surrounding the supermassive black hole. The ratio of the positron luminosities of the nuclear bulge
to the bulge isN/B = (8.3±2.1)×10−2[9], again statistically equal to the ratio of the stellar masses
of these structures: MNB/Mbulge = (1.4± 0.6)× 109M/(1.6± 0.2)× 1010M = 0.09± 0.04.
Together, these facts imply that a single type of positron source connected to old stars could explain
the global distribution of positron injection in the Galaxy (in contrast, putative ‘exotic’ sources
associated with the inner Galaxy, like dark matter or the central super-massive black hole, cannot
explain the disk positron signal).
Qualitatively, given the strong bulge signal, it has long been appreciated that a positron source
connected to old stellar populations seems to be preferred. For instance, ordinary Type Ia (ther-
monuclear) supernovae (SNe Ia) have been a theoretically-favoured, putative source of Galactic
positrons 2, 13. Alternatively, following older suggestions14 it was recently noted15 that flaring mi-
croquasars, also plausibly connected to old stars in some instances, seem capable of sustaining the
Galactic e+ annihilation rate.
However, the updated empirical situation now allows us to address the question of positron
source age more quantitatively. To do this, we use the formalism of Delay Time Distributions
(DTDs; Fig. 2) and the known star formation histories (SFH) of the bulge, disc, and nucleus
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(Fig. 1), to find the delay time tp between star formation and the formation of a transient source that
can reproduce the inferred9 B/D and N/B positron luminosity ratios. We adopt the parsimonious
assumption (retrospectively justified by a global analysis of the data3) that the time-integrated effi-
ciency for positron source creation per unit mass star formation is invariant throughout the Galaxy.
The blue and green bands in Fig. 3 show modelled, current B/D and N/B normalized to the
observationally-inferred positron injection ratios as a function of the positron source delay time tp.
Given that both bands show agreement of model and observation for tp ∼ 3− 6 Gyr, we conclude
that a single type of positron source, arising in stellar objects with this characteristic age and older,
can explain the gross distribution of positron annihilation in the Galaxy.
But what is this source? We have already seen the positron injection energy constraints
rule out many scenarios for positron creation. However, the required low injection energies are
entirely compatible with a e+ origin in β+ decay of radionuclides synthesised in stars and/or stellar
explosions2, 13. Important, positron-producing decay chains (with their markedly different total
lifetimes shown in parentheses) are: 56Ni →56Co →56Fe (∼80 days), 44Ti →44Sc →44Ca (∼60
years), and 26Al→26Mg (∼717, 000 years). We consider each of these isotopes in turn.
Given the rates of SNe Ia and their prodigious 56Ni yield, (∼0.6M per event), if only a
few percent16 of the positrons released in the 56Ni →56Co →56Fe decay chain could reach the
ISM, they could sustain the total diffuse Galactic positron production13. However, this explanation
fails for two reasons: i) the typical delay time of SNe Ia is too short to reproduce the observed
Galactic annihilation line distribution (see fig. 3 and ref. 2); ii) recent analyses based on pseudo-
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bolometric SN Ia light curves constructed with the inclusion of infrared data (missing in earlier
studies) indicate complete e+ trapping in SN Ia ejecta to late times, >∼ 800 days[17–19], implying
that very few positrons, 1%, escape to the ISM.
Similarly, the long decay time of 26Al (comparable to the 105 − 106 year positron ISM
thermalization timescale8) guarantees that the flux of the 1.809 MeV γ-ray line associated to 26Al
is in steady state, while the total intensity of this line normalises total 26Al production in the Galaxy
to only 4×1042 s−1[9], <∼ 10% the Galactic value. Moreover, the 26Al emission is distributed along
the Galactic plane, correlated with massive stars20, and does not match the overall annihilation
morphology.
This leaves 44Ti as the sole viable radionuclide positron source. The fact that the 44Ti→44Sc
→44Ca decay chain has a 60 year decay time opens an interesting potentiality: On the one hand,
such a decay time means that supernova ejecta have expanded to low densities before the daughter
positrons are released and such positrons are extremely likely16 to reach the ISM. On the other
hand, this decay time is considerably less than the positron ISM thermalisation time meaning that,
depending on the recurrence time of Galactic 44Ti sources, the total mass of 44Ti in the Galaxy
need not be in steady state (even while the ISM daughter positrons of 44Ti are).
However, any 44Ti scenario for Galactic positron production is also constrained by the fol-
lowing consideration: The observed abundance of 44Ca relative to 56Fe in solar system material
indicates that Galactic 44Ti production at tlookback > 4.55 Gyr would have generated a positron
luminosity (0.3− 1.2)× 1043 e+ s−1 [9, 13, 16], <∼ 1/4 of the current value. Thus if 44Ti is currently
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the source of most positrons, the Galactic 44Ti injection rate must be significantly larger now than
between the Big Bang and the formation of the Solar System 4.55 Gyr ago. But note: this require-
ment is naturally satisfied for 44Ti sources that occur at the same ∼ few Gyr delay times required
by the Galactic distribution of positron annihilation.
A further consideration is the following: It is conventionally assumed that core-collapse
(CC) supernovae (SNe) deliver most 44Ti in the Galaxy via alpha-rich freezeout near the mass cut
between the proto-neutron star and the ejecta. However, while evidence exists for synthesis of few
∼ 10−4M of 44Ti in three specific SN remnants21, the number of remnants currently emitting in
44Ti γ-ray and X-ray lines is too small to be a comfortable match to the number expected were such
sources to be responsible for most Galactic 44Ca[22]. Moreover, CC nucleosynthesis models do not
yield sufficient 44Ti to explain the abundance of 44Ca in mainstream, pre solar system material23.
Indeed, the origin of pre-solar 44Ca, which very likely derives from 44Ti, is a significant, unresolved
problem in nuclear astrophysics.
A possible resolution of all these anomalies is that there are events, rarer than CC SNe, that
supply significantly larger masses of 44Ti than CC SNe seem capable of24. To comfortably obey
the observational constraints3, these events should i) currently occur in the Galaxy every >∼ 300
years (a few times longer than the decay time of the 44Ti decay chain so that, as presaged above,
the mass of 44Ti in the Galaxy is not in steady state so that neither is the 44Ti γ-ray and X-ray line
flux from the Galaxy steady); and ii) feature a minimum mean 44Ti yield:
〈M44T i〉 >∼ 0.013M
(
R
(300 year)−1
)(
N˙e+
5× 1043 s−1
)
. (1)
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In summary, a universal, stellar positron source in the Galaxy that explains both the mor-
phology and total amount of positron annihilation would: i) occur at a characteristic delay ∼ 3− 6
Gyr subsequent to star formation and be, therefore, more frequent in today’s Galactic disc than at
early times; ii) have a rate evolving according to this characteristic delay and currently synthesise
5.8+1.3−1.9 × 10−5M year−1 of 44Ti (saturating the total Galactic positron luminosity minus that due
to 26Al decay); iii) achieve this by yielding >∼ 0.013M of 44Ti per event and occurring with a
mean repetition time >∼ 300 years. Such a source would simultaneously explain the origin of pre-
solar 44Ca and naturally address the lack of strong 44Ti γ-ray and X-ray line sources in the current
sky.
This large 44Ti yield can probably only be satisfied by astrophysical helium detonations in
which incomplete burning of 4He leads25, 26 to nucleosynthesis products dominated by intermediate
mass α-nuclei such as 40Ca, 44Ti, and 48Cr. For optimal conditions up to ∼1/3 of the 4He can be
burned to 44Ti for adiabatically compressed He-WD matter.
Our binary evolution population synthesis (BPS) models27 employing StarTrack28, reveal an
evolutionary channel that is expected to aggregate large masses of helium at the high densities
suitable for detonation at long timescales after star formation. This channel (“channel 3” in ref. 27)
involves low-mass (∼ 1.4−2M), interacting binary star systems that experience two mass trans-
fer events (with only the second being a common-envelope interaction), evolve into a CO WD and
a (pure) 0.31–0.37 M He WD (with the progenitor of the latter never undergoing helium core
burning), and subsequently merge (see Fig. 4). These mergers occur at a characteristic timescale
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tp = 5.4
+0.8
−0.6 × 109 year (2σ). Non-trivially, this is an extremely good match to the empirical con-
straints on the characteristic delay time of a Galactic positron source; cf. vertical dashed lines on
right of Fig. 3.
It has previously been suggested29, 30 that mergers of CO WD–He WD binaries may be the
immediate progenitors of the class of sub-luminous thermonuclear supernova known as SN1991bg-
like (‘SN91bg’:31). Indeed, the 56Ni yields we estimate for our “channel 3” merger events (fig. 4)
are a good match to the empirically-determined 56Ni yields of SN1991bg-like events (but are too
large to match SN2005E-like SNe, a class previously suggested32 to supply the Galactic positrons).
The 56Ni yields are estimated by assuming that the merger product assumes a transient configu-
ration of quasi-hydrostatic equilibrium with the He WD secondary accreted on to the CO WD
primary before, first, the helium shell detonates and, second, the CO core detonates.
Empirically, SNe 91bg immediately match a number of our requirements: they are quite
frequent today, representing ∼ 15 % of all thermonuclear SNe amongst the local galaxies sam-
pled in the volume-limited Lick Observatory Supernova Search (LOSS[33]) of 74 SNe Ia within
80 Mpc. They also occur in old stellar environments like elliptical galaxies32, 34. Moreover, the
cosmological rate of SNe 91bg is increasing35 (within large statistical uncertainties), suggesting
they are governed by delay times significantly larger than CC SNe or SNe Ia (which are becoming
less frequent in today’s universe) as required by our scenario. In addition, SNe 91bg do show
evidence of titanium in their spectra, as revealed by a characteristic Ti II absorption trough in their
spectra around∼4200 A˚ (on this basis their potential importance for supplying Galactic 44Ti-decay
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positrons was previously noted13).
Since SNe 91bg represent 10 out of the 31 thermonuclear supernovae in early-type galax-
ies in the LOSS sample3, 33, 36 and, spectrally, the bulge is an early type galaxy (of Hubble type
E0[2]) we set the current bulge SN91bg to all SN Ia relative rate at fSN91bg,bulge = 0.32 ± 0.16
(2σ)[3]. We determine3 the rate of ordinary bulge SNe Ia (excluding SN91bg) to be RSNIa,bulge =
9.8 × 10−2/century from which RSN91bg,bulge = 4.6+4.4−2.7 × 10−2/century. Given our assumption
(retrospectively justified by an analysis of the data3) of a universal efficiency per unit stellar mass
formed for creating positron sources (here understood to be SNe 91bg), we can then also cal-
culate the current SN91bg rate in the disc and the nuclear bulge as (1.4 ± 0.7) × 10−1/century
and (4.7± 2.3)× 10−3/century respectively, thus implying a SN91bg Galactic recurrence time of
twait ∼ 530 year.
Integrating over disc SN explosions up to 4.55 Gyr ago, we find that a mean 44Ti yield
0.029+0.18−0.11M(fSN91bg,bulge/0.32) is required to reproduce the observed abundance of 44Ca relative
to 56Fe (from 56Ni synthesised in SNe Ia and CC SNe) for a characteristic delay time consistent
with the other constraints (Fig. 3 orange curve). Adopting M44Ti = 0.029M and the Galactic
SN91bg rate already determined, we predict the current positron injection rate shown as the red
curve in Fig. 3. This saturates, within errors, the absolute positron luminosity of the Galaxy (minus
the positron luminosity of 4× 1042 e+ s−1 due to 26Al decay) within a td range consistent with the
other constraints.
The mean 44Ti yield per SN91bg implied by this analysis, ∼ 0.03M, is close to direct
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estimates we can make for CO WD + He WD mergers using our BPS data (Fig. 4) assuming a
quasi-hydrostatic configuration as seems to be warranted on the basis of our procedure for cal-
culating the 56Ni yield of the same explosions. It is also well within the range found for helium
detonation yields with nuclear network codes in single-zone simulations of explosive helium burn-
ing: for ∼0.3M of He with substantial admixtures of 12C, 16O, or 14N at a fixed density of 106
g/cm3, temperatures (2 − 4) × 109 K and using a 203-nuclide network, ref. 32 finds 44Ti yields
ranging up to 0.12M. In full numerical hydrodynamical calculations of the detonation of He
shells of mass 0.15-0.3 M atop CO WD cores of mass 0.45 − 0.6M, ref. 45 found 44Ti yields
(0.58 − 3.1) × 10−2M. Adding N and C ‘pollution’ into the He shell can act to significantly
increase the 44Ti yield (and decrease the 56Ni yield) of the He detonation.
Our approach – to estimate the relevant nucleosynthesis yields by assuming the merger rem-
nant reaches hydrostatic equilibrium before detonating – appears viable but awaits confirmation
with high resolution, 3-dimensional numerical hydrodynamical simulations post-processed with a
detailed nuclear network code. To our knowledge, no such simulations have been performed in the
correct mass range to directly test our scenario and it is thus essentially an hypothesis that the CO-
He WD binary mergers detonate to yield 44Ti masses in the range 0.013− 0.03M; we commend
such simulations to the community. The considerations presented here do not constitute a logical
proof that there is a single type of positron source in the Galaxy. Indeed, a ∼ 10% contribution9
from 26Al from massive stars is inescapable; other sources like microquasars14, 15 plausibly make
a further contribution. We have shown here, however, that the Galactic annihilation morphology
admits of a single dominant positron source type which must then be connected to stellar popula-
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tions 3-6 Gyr old. This is a general constraint that is difficult to evade given the extreme paucity of
young stars in the Galactic bulge together with the fact that all regions of the Galaxy possess old
stellar populations.
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Figure 1: The star formation rates (SFRs) of the disc and bulge adopted in this work and
the resulting SN Ia and SN91bg rates plotted as function of lookback time (measured backward
from the present). The SFRs (solid curves) are plotted in M year−1; the SN rates (dotted and
dashed) are shown in century−1. The SFRs are constrained to integrate (once stellar mass loss
is accounted for) to the existing stellar masses of the various regions and to match their stellar
age distributions3. For stellar masses we adopt4: a current total stellar mass of the Milky Way
of (5.2 ± 0.5) × 1010M, total mass in the bulge volume of (1.6 ± 0.2) × 1010M and a stellar
mass in the disc outside the bulge volume of (3.7 ± 0.5) × 1010M. The star formation rate in
the bulge and disc both peaked 12-13 Gyr ago but, setting aside the nuclear bulge, the bulge has
experienced negligible star formation since about 10 Gyr ago39, whereas the disc has continued to
host star formation at a rate ∼ 1 − 2M year−1 up until the present. Note that the disc SN91bg
rate is the only illustrated rate currently increasing with cosmic time (the nuclear bulge SN91bg
rate, not shown here, is also currently increasing). The SN rates are calculated using the formalism
of delay time distributions (see caption to Fig. 2) with tp = 0.3 Gyr and s = −1.0 for SNe Ia and
tp = 5.4 Gyr and s = −1.6 for SN91bg.
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Figure 2: Binned CO-WD He WD mergers within our BPS model (data points with error bars
given by ±√N ) together with delay time distribution (DTD) curves for SNe Ia and CO-WD He
WD mergers (identified with SNe 91bg) plotted as a function of time (increasing from the star
formation event towards the present); the DTD curves are arbitrarily scaled in the vertical direction.
The DTD returns the rate of events of type X at epoch t (measured since the Big Bang) when
convolved with the previous star formation history (SFH) of a region: RX [t] = νX
∫ t
0 DTD[t −
t′] SFH[t′] dt′, where νX is the number of events of type X that result from every solar mass of
stars formed3. We adopt a DTD of the form40: DTD[t] ∝ (t/tp)α
(t/tp)α−s+1 , where tp is the characteristic
‘delay time’. For the SN Ia DTD, we set tp = 0.3 Gyr, s = −1.0, and α = 4 following ref. 40. From
fitting the BPS data on the CO-WD He WD mergers we find3, tp = 5.4+0.8−0.6 Gyr, s = −1.6+0.4−0.5, and
α = 3.7+1.2−1.0 (1σ errors). The vertical dashed lines are at 0.3 and 5.4 Gyr.
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Figure 3: Constraints on the characteristic delay time tp of the main source of Galactic positrons.
Curves plot the following quantities as a function of the delay time tp: ‘(B/D)mod/(B/D)obs’ (blue,dotted):-
ratio of current, modelled bulge to disc positron source occurrence divided by the observationally-inferred9
ratio of bulge to disc positron luminosities 0.42 ± 0.09; ‘(N/B)mod/(N/B)obs’ (green,dashed):- ratio of
current, modelled nucleus to bulge positron source occurrence divided by the observationally-inferred9 ratio
of nucleus to bulge positron luminosities (8.3±2.1)×10−2; ‘Tot MW pos prdcn’ (red,dot-dashed):- ratio
of the modelled 44Ti positron luminosity of the Milky Way to the observed, non-26Al luminosity (central
value 4.6 × 1043 s−1[9]) for 0.029 M 44Ti per explosion and f91bg,bulge = 0.32; ‘Pre-solar 44:56’
(orange,solid):- ratio of the mass of 44Ca to 56Fe in pre-solar material divided by the observed44 value
1.34 × 10−3 (negligible error) adopting a CC and SN91bg 56Fe yield of 0.1 M and a SN Ia 56Fe yield
of 0.6 M and assuming i) 0.029 M 44Ti per SN91bg (lower bound on band) and ii) 0.029 M 44Ti per
SN91bg and, in addition, 1 × 10−4 M 44Ti per CC and 3 × 10−5 M 44Ti per SN Ia (upper bound on
band). The heavy and light coloured bands cover the 1σ and 2σ uncertainties, respectively, in each measured
quantity (except for the orange band which spans the systematic uncertainties in mean CC and SN Ia 44Ti
production). The group of vertical lines labelled by τCO−He shows the central value and ±1σ extent of the
best fit delay time for the CO WD - He WD mergers in the BPS model; the vertical lines at 300 and 1000
Myr bracket the characteristic delay time for SNe Ia (e.g. ref. 40); these occur at too short a delay time to
explain the e+ phenomenology.
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Figure 4: Modelled total (blue dots) and secondary (He; yellow dots) WD masses at the time
of merger and the inferred synthesised masses of 56Ni (green dots) and 44Ti (orange dots) vs.
delay time. We assume the CO and He WDs merge to form an object (of mean mass 0.91 M:
dashed blue line) that reaches quasi-hydrostatic equilibrium before exploding. For the 56Ni yield
we use the combined mass of both WDs to which we apply an interpolation36 of the modelled42
mass of 56Ni yielded in detonations of single, sub-Chandrasekhar WDs; the rather steep depen-
dence of the 56Ni yield on total mass is reflected in the scatter of the green points. The 56Ni
yields (mean 0.11M, σ = 0.05M) are within the range of the observationally-inferred38 56Ni
mass for a sample of 15 SNe 91bg (mean 0.09M, σ = 0.05M shown as the solid green lines).
The 44Ti yield of this channel, which depends on the amount of He in the correct density range
(∼ 105 − 106 g cm−3), is similarly estimated3 at (0.024 ± 0.0028)M (1σ), consistent with the
0.029+0.18−0.11M determined in the main text for the Galactic positron source and shown as the dashed
red lines.
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Methods
Star formation rate parameterisation
For the disc and bulge star formation rates, we use the form suggested by ref. 46:
log10[SFR +D] = max[Az
2 +Bz + C, 0] . (2)
For the disc the coefficients A,B,C, and D are determined by fitting to the Milky Way disc star
formation history data of ref. 43 renormalized so that the integrated stellar mass of the disc (outside
the VVV volume) is (3.7 ± 0.5) × 1010M[4]; we find {A = −4.06 × 10−2, B = 0.331, C =
0.338, D = 0.771} (note that we account for a factor 0.26 of the star formation rate lost to stellar
winds and stellar ejecta: ref. 46). This parameterisation gives a present-day star formation rate in the
disc of 1.4 M year−1, in tolerable agreement with estimates in the literature (e.g., 1.65±0.19M
year−1 for a Kroupa IMF: 47). For the current bulge region mass we require that the star formation
rate, with form given by eq. 2, integrates to 1.55 × 1010M[4], with the SFR peaking at a look-
back time of 13 Gyr and going to zero by 10 Gyr[39]. With these constraints, the SFR can again be
represented in the form of Eq. 2 with {A = −2.62 × 10−2, B = 0.384, C = −8.42 × 10−2, D =
3.254}. The bulge and disc star formation histories are plotted in Fig. 1 of the main text.
For the SFH of the nuclear bulge, the distinct population of stars that dominates the stellar
density within 200-400 pc of the central supermassive black hole, there is intermittency and bursti-
ness on various timescales (e.g., ref. 48). However, averaging over >∼ 100 Myr, as pertinent to the
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calculation of the SN91bg rate, the nuclear star formation seems remarkably stable49. We therefore
assume it to be constant at a rate equal to 0.14M year−1 that will supply the mass of the nuclear
bulge in the time since the big bang.
Delay time distribution
Our adopted DTD rises as ∝ tα for t  tp and asymptotes to ∝ ts for t  tp with the character-
istic timescale tp labelled ‘the delay time’. A population whose mergers are governed purely by
gravitational radiation typically has s = −1 50; if there are other processes hastening the process
of inspiral, the delay time distribution is steepened leading to s < −1. Following ref. 40 we set
α = 4, s = −1, and tp = 0.3 Gyr for SNe Ia (for these α and s values, the maximum rate of SNe Ia
occurs at 1.32 tp subsequent to a star formation burst).
For the SN91bg DTD we set fiducial values of s = −1.6 and α = 3.7 on the basis of fitting
the data for CO WD – He WD mergers in our BPS (see fig. S1 in the Supplementary Information).
Using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach we fit (using the emcee package51) the
DTD functional form from ref. 40 DTD[t] ∝ (t/tp)α
(t/tp)α−s+1 to the histogrammed BPS data. From this
we obtain tp = (5.4+0.8−0.6)× 109 year, s = −1.6+0.4−0.5, and α = 3.7+1.3−1.0 (1σ errors). Note that in fig. 3
we set s = −1.6 and α = 3.7 but that tp is a free parameter we scan over; we have checked that
setting s = −1.0 and α = 4.0 we obtain similar constraints.
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Estimated 44Ti and 56Ni yields of He WD-CO WD mergers
In the main text and in the caption to Figure 4 we mention our estimates of the 44Ti and 56Ni yields
of the He WD-CO WD mergers modelled within our BPS calculation: ∼ 0.03M and ∼ 0.1M
respectively.
To obtain these yields, we have assumed that the merger product undergoes detonation. The
efficiency with which the explosive nuclear burning converts initial He or CO into 44Ti or 56Ni
is a function of density, temperature, and is also sensitive (in the case of He burning through to
intermediate mass elements) to pollution of the He by, e.g., C and/or N 41, 45. Thus in order to
estimate the yield of 44Ti or 56Ni by the CO – He WD mergers we need to know i) the density
profile of the burning material and ii) the fractional yield (of 44Ti or 56Ni) as a function of density
(and temperature). In the relevant few ×109 K temperature range, efficient conversion of 4He to
intermediate mass elements (including 44Ti) occurs when the 4He is burned at a density between
∼ 105 and 106 g cm−3[e.g., ref. 41]. Burning of CO through to 56Ni requires that the CO be at
densities above ∼107 g cm−3 (we find that only a small contribution, < 10%, is made to total 56Ni
from incomplete Si-burning and He-burning at lower densities).
In order to estimate the initial density profile of He (and CO) before it detonates, we assume
that the merger remnant temporarily assumes a configuration of quasi-hydrostatic equilibrium with
a total mass given by the combined mass of the pre-merger primary and secondary, with the dis-
rupted secondary’s He accreted into a shell atop the primary CO. This sort of approach is consonant
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with the suggestion from van Kerkwijk et al. 37 that relatively low-mass CO+CO WD mergers first
produce a merged remnant containing most of the aggregated mass of the binary before subse-
quently detonating. On the other hand, it is in tension with the pictures developed by Pakmor et
al.29 and Dan et al.30 based on their hydrodynamical merger simulations. In particular, the prompt
detonation scenario29 does not allow the assembly of >∼ 0.1M mass of 4He in the correct density
range for 44Ti synthesis because detonation is triggered via He ignition shortly after mass trans-
fer begins. Dan et al.30 investigate the possibility of explosions at a later phase, shortly after the
dynamical merger is complete. Of their models, they suggest a best match with SN1991bg-like
explosions from the simulated merger of a 0.45 M He WD with a 0.9 M CO WD. This system
is significantly more massive than the population of mergers identified in our BPS calcualtions
and, moreover, they find that this model would yield only ∼ 3× 10−5M of 44Ti, insufficient for
our scenario. Thus we require that explosions occur in less massive mergers (and likely at later
phases) than explored by, e.g., Pakmor et al.29 and Dan et al.30.
We gain some confidence for this picture by considering, first, 56Ni yields from the mergers
which we calculate in two ways. First, we produce an interpolation of the fractional 56Ni yield of
CO burning as a function initial density as presented in fig. A1 of ref.52. We then apply this param-
eterized yield to CO+He merger remnant density profiles generated by assuming that the remnants
reach hydrostatic equilibrium before detonating. Second, we use an existing interpolation36 of
the modelled42 yield of 56Ni in detonations of single, sub-Chandrasekhar WDs that is given as a
function purely of the total mass of the WD. We find excellent agreement between these two ap-
proaches (see fig.S5 in the Supplementary Information3). We then observe that, for our modelled
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distribution of CO+He WD mergers, applying either of these approaches, we derive 56Ni yields that
are very close to the observationally-inferred 56Ni yields of the sample of SNe 91bg assembled in
ref. 38 (see caption to fig. 4); this is an independent consistency check of our model.
We calculate 44Ti yields from the He detonation in the merged He+CO remnants in a similar
fashion to 56Ni: i) the initial He density profile is obtained assuming the merger remnant achieves
hydrostatic equilibrium before detonation; ii) this density distribution is convolved with the frac-
tional yield of 44Ti from He detonation given as a function of density in ref. 41 (using our own
interpolation of their results and adopting a fixed temperature of 2× 109 K (e.g., 53).
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1.1 Galactic positron annihilation phenomenology in more detail
The Galactic positron annihilation signal can be decomposed into9, 11, 53:
1. A disc-like component tracing the Galactic plane with Gaussian longitude width of σl ' 60◦
and latitude width σb ' 10◦; this component’s total 511 keV line flux of 1.66± 0.35(1σ)×
10−3 cm−2 s−1 together with a characteristic distance to the annihilations of 10 kpc[9] implies
a disc positron annihilation rate of ∼ 3 × 1043 s−1 (equal to the disc positron luminosity in
steady state);
2. A component coincident with the Galactic stellar bulge, in turn composed of two9, 11, 53
radially-symmetric Gaussians: i) a ‘narrow bulge’ component centred at (l, b) = (−1.25◦,−0.25◦)
with Gaussian width of σl = σb = 2.5◦; ii) a ‘broad bulge’ component centred at (l, b) =
(0◦, 0◦) extending to σl = σb = 8.7◦. The bulge component’s total 511 keV line flux of
9.6 ± 0.7(1σ) × 10−4 cm−2 s−1 together with a characteristic bulge distance of 8.5 kpc[9]
implies a bulge positron annihilation rate of ∼ 2× 1043 s−1.
3. A third, weak (∼ 1042 s−1) but distinct annihilation component of ∼ 2.5◦ in size coincident
with the Galactic nucleus whose existence has only just been demonstrated9, 11 at better than
5σ significance.
Note that positron luminosities ascribable to the various Galactic structures are model-dependent
to the extent that they assume the particular mean distances to the annihilation sites within these
structures given above (see below).
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Spectrally, the overall Galactic annihilation line signal may be decomposed into broad and
narrow gaussians to which may be attributed ∼ 1/3 and ∼ 2/3 the total line flux, respectively2. At
present, statistical uncertainties prevent very firm conclusions on the question of whether the 511
keV annihilation signals detected from different regions of the Galaxy exhibit different spectral
widths. The observed dominance of the narrow component is consistent with a scenario in which
most positrons annihilate in a warm, thermally-unstable medium of ∼ 104 − 105 K[8] though
substantial annihilation fractions in dust or cold gas phases are not excluded70. Continuum γ-ray
measurements below 511 keV indicate that 97 ± 2% of the e+ annihilation occurs through the
formation of positronium.
1.2 Compatibility between various definitions of ‘disc’ and ‘bulge’
An important point is that the spatial correspondence between the distributions of the annihilation
radiation and the positron sources likely breaks down on scales ∼ few × 100 pc: Positrons must
lose energy before themalizing and they may travel distances approaching ∼ few × 100 pc while
doing so7, 71; they must also find electron partners with which to finally annihilate. Thus, the de-
tailed volumetric emissivity of the annihilation radiation is, in principle, a complicated convolution
of the distribution of positron injectors, spatially-dependent transport processes, and the target gas
distribution (that provides the electron annihilation partners). On the other hand, on scales >∼
kpc the gross spatial correlation between the injection distribution and the annihilation radiation
distribution will be preserved; we exploit this expectation in this work.
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In the main text we do not address the correspondence between the distribution of the annihi-
lation radiation and the underlying stellar distributions of the various named Galactic structures. In
fact, the three separate components into which Siegert et al.9 resolve the annihilation radiation sky
are geometrically defined and not related in any a priori way to stellar structures (or radiation at
any other wavelength). Nevertheless, as we now explain, these geometrically-defined annihilation
radiation components do mirror Galactic stellar structures quite well.
The review and compilation of the literature presented in ref. 4 determines that the three
dimensional structure of the Galactic disc may be well represented as composed of thin and thick
components. The former has an exponential scale height of 300 ± 50 pc and a scale length of
2.5±0.4 kpc. The latter, dominated by systematically older stars, has a scale height of 900±100 pc
and a scale length of 2.0± 0.2 kpc. Siegert et al.9 estimate from the best-fit latitude extent for their
empirical disc model a rather large physical scale height ∼ 1 kpc for the annihilation radiation;
this is consistent with the scale height of the Galactic thick disc and again supports53 the notion
that the positron sources occur among the old stars.
The definition of the bulge given in ref. 4 is considerably more geometrically complicated
than the disc. It contains a significant contribution from the Galactic bar which is inclined at a
small angle, ∼ 30◦, to (Galactic east of) the line of sight to the Galactic Centre. The modern
understanding is that the bulge of the Milky Way is dominantly composed of stars folded up out of
the disc – by the same instability that formed the bar – into a ‘box/peanut’ structure. The ‘classical’
component of the bulge, formed by mergers early in the history of the Galaxy, is now known to be
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a small, potentially vanishing, component of the bulge.
The ‘bulge’ mass quoted to in the main text, (1.55±0.15)×1010M refers to the total stellar
mass (including disc stars) within the volume of VVV survey54 which is defined by (x× y× z) =
(±2.2×±1.4×±1.2) kpc3 where the x coordinate extends along the Galactic bar and the coordinate
system origin is at the Galactic Centre. The solid angle subtended by this volume is approximated
by (l × b) ' (±10◦ × ±10◦). Inside this solid angle, the proportion of the total flux (integrated
over the sky) from the ‘disc’ source fitted to the annihilation data by Siegert et al. 9 is 0.15. This
is an excellent match to the fraction of the total mass of the 3D disc stellar mass model from
ref. 4 that is inside the same (±10◦ × ±10◦) solid angle but outside the VVV volume (i.e., in
the foreground and background to the VVV volume) – also 0.15. Thus, demonstrating the gross
consistency between the different definitions of ‘disc’ and ‘bulge’, we have that the component of
the total disc annihilation emission that occurs within the solid angle of the (±10◦ ×±10◦) bulge
field but outside the VVV bulge volume is contributed by the stars that are in front of and behind
the bulge in projection. The integrated stellar mass within this solid angle and inside the VVV
volume, we call the total bulge mass (irrespective of whether the stars are ‘true’ bulge stars or not);
this mass is4 (1.4− 1.7)× 1010M (which we treat as (1.55± 0.15)× 1010M).
1.2.1 Mean distance to ‘disc’ and ‘bulge’ volumes
As mentioned above, in going from a total annihilation radiation flux integrated across the sky to a
positron annihilation rate, a mean distance to the annihilation region must be assumed. Siegert et
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al. 9 adopt effective distances to the bulge of 8.5 kpc, and to the disc of 10.0 kpc. From the stellar
mass model from ref. 4 we find density-weighted root mean square distances to the disc (outside
the VVV bulge volume) of 10.3 kpc and to the bulge VVV volume of 8.3 kpc; this confirms the
broad compatibility between the geometric model implicit to the Siegert et al. 9 results and the 3D
stellar distributions we assume.
1.3 Number of supernovae arising per unit mass of stars formed
The caption to the main text Fig. 2 contains νX , which is the number of supernovae of type X that
result from every solar mass of stars formed. This is given by
νX = ηX
∫Mmax,X
Mmin,X
Ψ[M ] dM∫
MΨ[M ] dM
, (3)
where Ψ[M ] is stellar initial mass function, the integral in the denominator is over the entire stellar
mass distribution, and ηX is the efficiency factor for the conversion of stars in the mass range
Mmin,X →Mmax,X into typeX supernova progenitors (whereMmin,X andMmax,X are the minimum
and maximum zero age main sequence stellar masses, respectively, for progenitors of type X
supernovae).
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1.4 Fitted delay time distribution of CO WD – He WD mergers
Supplementary Fig. S1 shows the DTD parameters fitted (using the emcee package51) to our BPS
data on CO WD – He WD mergers.
1.5 (In)sensitivity to result of plausible variation to the assumed nuclear star
formation history
We have also rederived the N/B curve under the assumption that the nuclear star formation rate
parallels that of the disc (with suitably renormalized amplitude); this has a minor effect (see Sup-
plementary Fig. S2), indicating our conclusions are not sensitive to systematic uncertainties in the
nuclear star formation history.
1.6 Constraints on the minimum 44Ti yield per event and the expected wait
time between events
For putative 44Ti-yielding events to supply the Galactic positrons in steady state today, they would
have to occur more frequently than the positron thermalisation and annihilation timescale in the
ISM of ∼ 105 − 106 year[8]. On the other hand, to avoid a fine-tuning to explain the fact that
we do not currently detect a strong 44Ti source via the 44Sc daughter’s 67.87 keV, 78.32 keV, or
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1.157 MeV γ-ray emission, the expected wait time between 44Ti injection events must be >∼ few
×τ44 ∼ 300 year, as we now show.
Figure S1: Triangle plots for the CO WD – He WD merger channel in our BPS; A is the
normalization parameter.
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Figure S2: Ratio between the nuclear and the bulge positron injection event rates for differ-
ent nuclear star formation histories: i) a fiducial, constant star formation rate (‘fid’) of 0.14M
year−1 and ii) a nuclear star formation rate that is a fixed proportion (5%) of the disc star forma-
tion rate; we consider that these two choices span the reasonable uncertainties in the nuclear star
formation histories.
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There are two constraints on the combination of the 44Ti yield per event M44 and the expected
wait time between events twait: i) to saturate the central value of the current positron annihilation
rate in the Galaxy, 5× 1043 e+ s−1, the time-averaged 44Ti mass injection rate satisfies
M˙44 = 6.3
+1.3
−1.9 × 10−5M/year ; (4)
this relation is plotted as the blue region in Supplementary Fig. S3; ii) the fact that we do not
see a strong 44Ti γ-ray line source in the sky should not be extraordinarily fine-tuned. A full
quantitative evaluation of this constraint requires a Monte Carlo 22, 72 but also introduces a model-
dependence. The current brightness threshold for detection of 1.157 MeV 44Ti γ-ray line sources is
∼ 1× 10−5 γ/cm2 s−1[22] on the basis of COMPTEL observations. For a distance of 8 kpc (rough
mean distance to the Galactic bulge), this threshold corresponds to a 44Ti mass of 3.8× 10−4M.
If we demand that the expected current mass of 44Ti left, after decays, in the last SN91bg to have
exploded in the Galaxy is less than this amount, we can derive the following constraint:
twait>∼
τ1/2
ln[1/2]
ln
[
3.8× 10−4M
M44Ti
]
' 90 year× ln
[
3.8× 10−4M
M44Ti
]
, (5)
where τ1/2 = 60.0 year is the 44Ti half life. Note this relation assumes that the expected observation
time approaches twait after the last 91bg event; it is plotted as the orange region in Supplementary
Fig. S3
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Figure S3: Approximate constraints on the combination of the expected wait time between
events, twait, and the 44Ti yield per event, M44. The allowed region is the intersection of the
blue and orange zones; evidently M44Ti>∼ 0.013M (vertical dashed line) and twait>∼ 300 year
(horizontal dashed line). The red dot shows the fiducial parameters derived in the main article.
Note that 44Ti yields larger than ∼ 0.1M are implausible for any scenario of astrophysical He
detonation.
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1.7 Absolute rate of SNe 91bg in the bulge, disc, and nucleus
To determine the absolute rate of SN91bg in the Galaxy we use the following procedure. First we
adopt a current SN Ia rate (excluding SNe 91bg) in the disc of RSNIa,disc = 0.42/century[2]. This
means that, for our fiducial SN Ia td = 0.3 Gyr[40], νSNIa = 1.96 × 10−3/M (see caption to the
main text Fig. 2). This implies a current bulge SN Ia rate (excluding SNe 91bg) of RSNIa,bulge =
9.8 × 10−2/century and a nuclear bulge SN Ia rate RSNIa,NB = 3.1 × 10−2/century or a ratio
(bulge + nuclear bulge)/disc for SN Ia rates of (RSNIa,bulge + RSNIa,NB)/RSNIa,disc = 0.29, in
the middle of the range, 0.21 - 0.43, determined in ref.2. Next, we use the fact36 that, of the
31 thermonuclear supernovae in early-type galaxies in the LOSS sample, 10 are SN91bg-like,
implying a relative rate of fSN91bg,early = 0.32 ± 0.16 (2σ). Now we use the determination that
the bulge is of spectral type E0[2] to set fSN91bg,bulge = fSN91bg,early. This normalises the central
value for the current absolute SN91bg rate at 0.32 ± 0.16 of the total bulge thermonuclear rate,
Rtherm,bulge = RSNIa,bulge + RSN91bg,bulge giving RSN91bg,bulge = 4.6+4.1−3.0 × 10−2 century−1. With
this formalism we can also calculate that the central value of the current disc SN91bg rate relative
to all SNe Ia is fSN91bg,disc = 0.18.
We can compare these rates with those found for the CO WD - (pure) He WD merger channel
in our binary population synthesis27. Calculating the absolute rates for this channel (at the current
age of the universe) by normalizing by stellar mass for the mass of the disc, bulge, and nuclear
bulge, combined with their respective star formation histories, we find an absolute Galactic CO
WD - He WD rate of 7.9× 10−4 year−1, or 0.55 of the rate determined above, which we regard as
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excellent agreement.
1.8 Evidence that star formation across the Galaxy is equally efficient at
producing positron sources
In the main text we assumed that star formation is equally efficient (per unit mass of stars formed
and integrating over long timescales post star formation) at generating positron sources. Supple-
mentary Fig. S4 demonstrates that this conservative but strong assumption is supported by the
evidence: if the bulge were twice as efficient at creating positron sources as the disc, a short delay
time, inconsistent with the totality of other evidence, would be required. This means that the dif-
ferences in the positron injection rates between bulge, disc, and nucleus can be explained purely as
a result of the different star formation histories of these regions (and the consequent differences in
total stellar mass). This finding is consistent with the facts that the metallicity distribution function
of the disc and bulge are nearly the same61, 62 and that there is no convincing evidence for variations
in initial mass function or binarity properties of these different environments at this time.
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Figure S4: Multiple constraints on the characteristic delay time tp of the main source of
Galactic positrons. The curves and associated bands are identical to those shown in main text
Fig. 3 except the blue band labelled B2x/D now shows the modelled, present-day ratio of bulge to
disc positron sources divided by the observed ratio of bulge to disc positron luminosities (0.42 ±
0.09[9]) as a function of tp under the assumption that, integrated over long timescales subsequent
to star formation, the bulge is twice as efficient, per unit mass of stars formed, at forming positron
sources (as might result, for instance, because of a top-heavy IMF in the bulge or an increased
binary fraction in the bulge). Such a scenario would suggest a very short tp ∼2.5 Gyr, inconsistent
with all the other curves. This retrospectively justifies our assumption that there is a universal
positron source that is formed equally efficiently per unit mass of stars formed across the Galaxy.
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1.9 Potential relevance of SN91bg scenario for the origin of Galactic positrons
to SiC pre-solar ‘X-grains’
It was noted some time ago68 that the isotopically-anomalous, pre-solar SiC ‘X-grains’ extracted
from meteoritic material possess chemical and isotopic compositions resembling those naturally
obtained from explosive helium burning. Moreover, such an environment provides a C/O abun-
dance ratio much greater than unity allowing carbon dust to grow without danger of oxidation; in
contrast, CC scenarios for the origin of X-grains suffer the generic problem that they require mix-
ing of material from different ejecta layers (where Si and other characteristic X-grain elements,
including 44Ti, would be generated) separated by intervening levels that are O rich. The scenario
from ref. 68 envisaged He burning in a thin, ∼ 0.01M cap atop a WD close to the Chandrasekhar
limiting mass, i.e., likely an ordinary ‘single-degenerate’ SN Ia progenitor. However, the subse-
quent non-observation (e.g., ref. 69) of irrefutable dust condensation around ordinary SNe Ia has
called this model into question.
SN91bg are, in comparison to ordinary SNe Ia, redder, cooler and more slowly expanding.
Their ejecta, moreover, contain relatively less 56Ni, whose decay positrons act as a strong local
heating source for SNe Ia. All these circumstances mean that they are interesting candidates to
host the production of dust and, in particular, SiC X-grains. For efficient condensation, a total 28Si
yield of ∼ 5 × 10−4 per SN91bg[45], our current Galactic SN91bg rate yields a SiC production
rate of a few ×10−5M/century, slightly more than the original model of ref. 68 and capable of
sustaining the total Galactic SiC X-grain mass in steady state (modulo large uncertainties in dust
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destruction timescales). Whether in fact the environment of a SN91bg does allow for the efficient
condensation of X-grains is a subject for future theoretical and observational study.
1.10 Arguments against rare events as sources of the Galactic 44Ti
Ref. 22 raises two possible objections to the idea that rare, sub-luminous SN Ia events are the
dominant source of 44Ti:
1. The lack of significant scatter in 44Ca/40Ca in mainstream SiC grain abundances suggests
44Ti-producing events are not rare.
2. The 44Ca/48Ti ratio in the so-called X-grains is never observed to be >∼ 5 whereas previous
models of He burning68 suggests production in a ratio ∼ 100.
In fact, neither of these is insurmountable in the light of recent evidence: Against 1), note that
ref. 22 assumes that 44Ti is synthesised in “α-rich freeze-out of nuclear statistical equilibrium and
secondarily from silicon burning” but this need not be true; in the scenario investigated by us it is
actually synthesised in incomplete He burning, in which case roughly equal amounts of 44Ca and
40Ca are naturally produced. Against 2) note that the nucleosynthesis yields obtained by ref. 68
referred to by ref. 22 assume pure He composition. More recent work45 shows, however, that
allowing for small and astrophysically-plausible pollution by metals, can change yields of 48Ti
very substantially. In fact for model CO.5HE.2N.02 (a CO core of 0.5 M and He envelope of
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0.2 M for which the envelope has a 14N mass fraction 0.02 corresponding to more-or-less solar
metallicity) of ref. 45, whereas the direct nucelsynthetic yield of 44Ti/48Ti is ∼ 107, the yield of
48Cr (which decays via 48Cr→48V→48Ti in <20 days) is 2 × 10−2M while the yield of 44Ti is
3×10−2M. Thus, the eventual, post-decay nuclear ratio is 44Ca/48Ti' 0.7 which easily matches
the constraint from the X-grains. Also notable is that, for this model (which satisfies the 44Ca/48Ti
constraint for a realistic level of metal pollution in the He envelope) the absolute 44Ti yield is large
and close to the values favoured by our analysis.
1.11 Positrons from 2005E-like supernovae?
One type of rare, sub-luminous thermonuclear supernova that probably involves He detonations
capable of synthesising 44Ti in the range suggested by Eq. 1 is SN2005E-like. Indeed refs. 32, 60
have already claimed SN2005E-like supernovae as potential sources of the Galactic positrons.
However, the SN2005E-like population has a large mean projected offset from host galaxies of
16 kpc[56] and seems to be associated with metal-poor stellar populations, implying they have
the wrong distribution and are associated with the wrong sort of stars to account for a significant
fraction of either the disc or bulge positrons. A further problem is that they are too rare (for
reasonable 44Ti yields) to supply the Galactic positrons73.
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1.12 Millisecond pulsars from accretion induced collapse and the GC Excess
An interesting consequence of our picture is that it predicts a population of millisecond pulsars
(MSPs) in the Galactic bulge (and, indeed, the disc) whose progenitors are higher mass systems
from the same binary WD population supplying (from its lower mass members) the SN91bg events.
The progenitors of the MSPs are ONe-rich WDs brought close to the Chandrasekhar mass by ac-
cretion from (mostly) helium-burning star companions. These undergo accretion induced collapse3
into rapidly-spinning, magnetized neutron stars64, 65. This MSP population is plausibly responsible
for the anomalous ‘GC Excess’ (GCE) γ-ray emission66 that is coextensive67 with the stellar bulge
and the bulge positron signal.
Our binary population synthesis predicts 440,000 (Mbulge)/(1.5 × 1010 M) accretion in-
duced collapse (AIC) events in the bulge over the life of the Galaxy. In these events57 an ONeMg
WD, accreting from a binary companion, is brought close to the Chandrasekhar mass increasing
its central density until electron captures on 20Ne and 24Mg occur. This releases sufficient energy
to ignite 16O burning, which produces further isotopes favourable for electron capture resulting,
in particular regions of the parameter space, in catastrophic loss of electron degeneracy pressure
and consequent gravitational collapse. This results in a rapidly-spinning, magnetized neutron star;
such AIC events thus provide a route to the formation of MSPs 63–65. For a death line (below which
γ-ray emission ceases) at a γ-ray luminosity of 1033.5 erg s−1[58] we predict from this, a population
of ∼ 104 extant MSPs whose total bolometric emission is ∼ 4 × 1037 erg s−1, broadly matching
GCE phenomenology (e.g., Ref. 59).
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1.13 Consistent 56Ni yields from different calculations
Supplementary Fig. S5 demonstrates that two different methods for determining the 56Ni yield of
the He-CO WD merger product give consistent results that, for relevant He shell masses, scale
purely with the total mass of the merger product. As set out in the Methods section, in the first
method, we produce an interpolation of the fractional 56Ni yield of CO burning as a function initial
density as presented in fig. A1 of ref.52. We then apply this parameterized yield to CO+He merger
remnant density profiles generated by assuming that the remnants reach hydrostatic equilibrium
before detonating. For the second method, we use an existing interpolation36 of the modelled42
yield of 56Ni in detonations of single, sub-Chandrasekhar WDs that is given as a function purely
of the total mass of the WD.
1.14 Potential relevance of 1991bg-like supernovae to the galaxy cluster cal-
cium anomaly
Mernier et al.73 recently examined the X-ray derived elemental abundances in the hot intra-cluster
medium (ICM) of 44 galaxy clusters, groups, and ellipticals. They showed that numerical models
of CC and ordinary SNe Ia yield abundances of α-capture elements Ar, Ca, Cr, that tend to be
systematically low when compared to the ICM abundances. While it should be admitted that this
deficit has a rather low statistical confidence, it may nevertheless be significant that, were it real, it
could be rectified by allowing for a nucleosynthesis contribution by He detonations at long delay
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Figure S5: Consistent 56Ni yields from different calculations. This figure demonstrates that the
two calculations described in the Method section produce self-consistent results for the 56Ni yields
of the He-CO WD merger product.
times. Indeed, an overall best fit to the ICM abundance pattern is found73 by incorporating putative
He detonations yields that are in line with model C0.5HE.2N.02 of ref. 45. This model is for the
detonation of a 0.2M He shell with 0.02 mass fraction of 14N, overlaying a 0.5 M CO core.
Taking the lead from Mulchaey et al.74, Mernier et al. identify these putative helium detonations
with supernovae known as ‘Ca-rich gap transients’ 32, 75. However, for the C0.5HE.2N.02 model,
the best fit cluster abundance pattern is obtained for a rate of He detonations 34% of the ordinary
SN Ia rate, much higher than the observed rate of Ca-rich gap transients. For this reason, Mernier
et al. dismiss the C0.5HE.2N.02 model despite the fact that it presents the best fit to the abundance
data. However: i) the best-fit rate of the He detonations of type C0.5HE.2N.02 relative to SNe Ia
is statistically identical to the rate of SN91bg relative to SNe Ia in elliptical galaxies; ii) the yield
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of 44Ti in the C0.5HE.2N.02 model45 is 0.03 M, consistent with our constraints on the Galactic
e+ source; and iii) in contrast to the ICM case, in pre-solar elemental data, the total Ca abundance
(dominated by 40Ca) can be well explained without invoking an additional elemental Ca source
like helium detonations. Thus SNe91bg, synthesising ∼ 0.03M of 44Ti, occurring at a rate today
consistent with what we find above, and evolving according to a long delay time (so as not to
introduce too much total Ca into pre-solar system material), can explain not only the Galactic
positron population and the pre-solar 44Ca abundance, but also seem capable of addressing the
abundance of elemental Ca (and likely Ar and Cr) in the ICM.
1.15 Amplification/Recapitulation of argument that most Galactic positrons
derive from a single type of stellar source
We here recapitulate and amplify the arguments behind our contention that the totality of empirical
data implies that there is a stellar source, deriving from stars of age ∼ 5 Gyr, that is the dominant
source of antimatter in the Galaxy.
1. There are three distinct annihilation regions in the Galaxy: bulge, disc, and nucleus9, 11.
2. γ-ray constraints5, 6 on the injection kinetic energy of Galactic positrons imply that:
(a) e+ cannot diffuse too far from their sources7 so the annihilation radiation traces the
positron source distribution (on >∼ kpc scales) and the three distinct positron annihila-
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tion regions, therefore, should be identified with three distinct Galactic source distribu-
tions. These three positron source regions of the Galaxy correspond to distinct stellar
structures that have different star formation histories: whereas the nucleus and disc
continue to form stars today (at ∼ 0.1 and ∼ 1M per year, respectively), the Galactic
bulge has experienced negligible star formation since 8-10 Gyr ago39.
(b) Many dark matter and/or compact object and/or diffuse cosmic ray origin scenarios for
the positrons are ruled out or, at least, disfavoured by the injection energy constraints.
Moreover, a recent paper76 claims to exclude light, thermally-produced WIMPs as an
explanation of the bulge positrons on the basis of cosmological data. (This would rule
out one of the previous strongest contenders for a dark matter explanation of the bulge
positrons.)
3. To explain the global positron annihilation phenomenology of the Galaxy, the broad possi-
bilities for the positron sources are that there are either
(a) Stellar source(s) in the disc and ‘special’ (i.e., non stellar) positron source(s) in the
bulge/nucleus. Note that there are old stars in both disc and bulge (these old star pop-
ulations having similar total mass) but no recent star formation in the bulge. Therefore
the difference between the bulge and disc stellar populations hangs on the possession of
stars age <∼ 8 Gyr. Thus this general scenario seems to require that stars of age <∼ 8 Gyr
in the disc make disc positrons and something else makes bulge positrons; we describe
a number of problems with such a scenario immediately below.
(b) Alternatively, the same type/distribution of source(s) everywhere.
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Some top-level objections to a ‘special source’ scenario as described in 3(a) above:
I. It becomes then a striking, unexplained coincidence that the positron luminosity ratio of both
the bulge/disc and the nucleus/bulge is equal to the stellar mass ratios of these structures.
II. More generally, a fine tuning is implied: why should the bulge and disc positron signals be
so similar in amplitude if they derive from completely unrelated processes?
III. Another problem: the difficulty of finding an acceptable ‘special source’ in the bulge. Candi-
dates for this source:
(a) A bulge positron source located in the nucleus? Diffusion from the nucleus out to the full
∼ 3 kpc size of the bulge seems to be excluded7 so the positron transport would have to
be in a nuclear wind. It is not yet established whether the observed limit to the Doppler
shift of the bulge annihilation line signal is consistent with the required wind velocity.
Perhaps the super-massive black hole could supply the positrons but the question of
whether it can deliver positrons which annihilate in the observed ratio between nucleus
and bulge has not been addressed. Non-trivially, such positrons would also have to obey
the injection energy constraints. Alternatively, nuclear star formation in the Central
Molecular Zone perhaps injects positrons that are subsequently advected to the bulge.
In this case, note that the nuclear star formation rate is∼ 10% of the disc rate. We would
therefore need to explain how nuclear star formation can be approximately an order of
magnitude more efficient in producing positrons with respect to the disc star formation.
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(b) In situ injection of bulge positrons by dark matter? This seems very unlikely, as ex-
plained already, if not formally excluded.
IV. Yet another problem: difficulty finding an acceptable stellar positron source (and β+-unstable
radionuclide) in the disc associated with stars of age <∼ 8 Gyr:
(a) Ordinary SNe Ia seem to satisfy this age constraint on the stellar progenitors but, as we
explain in the main article, positrons from 56Ni do not seem to escape SN Ia ejecta.
(b) 26Al only supplies ∼10% of the total Galactic positron luminosity given the intensity of
the 1.8 MeV 26Al line (whose intensity is in steady state). Moreover the disc annihilation
emission seems to require a geometric model significantly more extended in latitude
and longitude than areas of recent star formation/massive stars in disc (which, in fact,
seem to be well traced by the 1.8 MeV γ-ray line from 26Al2). Positron transport might
plausibly explain the ∼ kpc latitudinal extent of the disc annihilation geometric model
(which, note, actually matches the thick disc of old stars similar in age to the bulge) but
not the longitudinal extent. In short, the disc annihilation geometry directly suggests
an old stellar population53, likely in tension with the <∼ 8 Gyr age requirement of the
special source scenario.
(c) 44Ti positron sources have to be infrequent (to evade the constraint implied by the dearth
of 44Ti gamma-ray/X-ray line emission in the Galaxy) and (consequently) need to yield
large amounts of 44Ti per event as already outlined. Such large 44Ti yields require ex-
plosive He burning at a high density of ∼ 105−6 g cm−3; the assembly of large amounts
of reasonably pure He in conditions suitable for detonation points to low mass stars that
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do not experience core He burning – but then that implies long main sequence lifetimes,
which is again in potential tension with the <∼ 8 Gyr age requirement.
In summary of the above, there are many points telling against the scenario of a ‘special’
positron source in the bulge and a different, stellar positron source in disc. In contrast, the alterna-
tive explanation that we have investigated in this paper – that there is a single, dominant, class of
stellar positron sources in the Galaxy – evades all these arguments. This class is necessarily related
to old stars because the stellar population of the bulge is exclusively old.
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